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Section 1. Bats are an Essential Part of our Ecosystem

Bats play an important role in keeping us and our ecosystem healthy. For example, bats spread seeds from hardwood and fruit trees.
Section 1. Bats are an Essential Part of our Ecosystem

Bats also play an important role in keeping us and our ecosystem healthy by pollinating flowering plants. Over 300 species of fruit depend on bats for pollination. These fruits include mango, banana, guava, durian, lychee, and longan.
Section 1. Bats are an Essential Part of our Ecosystem

Bats also eat insects such as moths and beetles that damage crops.
Section 2. Ways to Live Safely with Bats: The Basics

While bats have been connected to rabies and other diseases, killing or disturbing the natural homes of bats can actually make diseases spread to more people. Because of this, it’s best not to handle, kill, hunt, sell, cook, or eat bats.
Section 2. Ways to Live Safely with Bats: The Basics

The best way to live safely with bats is to avoid all contact with both living and dead bats. It is especially important to avoid bodily fluids such as saliva, blood, urine, or feces, and to prevent bats from living inside homes and buildings (also called “roosting”).
Section 2. Ways to Live Safely with Bats: The Basics

One easy way to stay safe is to avoid eating food or drinking water that has come into contact with bat urine or feces. For example, you can cover your food and water. When you do, it is important to regularly clean these covers with soap and running water.
Section 2. Ways to Live Safely with Bats: The Basics

To reduce the risk of getting sick, avoid eating fruit that has been partially eaten by wild animals or livestock. You should never eat or drink something that you think bats have come in contact with.

Do not try to save food that has been partially eaten by bats by removing the sections with obvious bite marks, and do not feed these partially eaten fruits to livestock. The entire item may be spoiled and could make you sick.

This is also true of raw date palm sap. You should never drink raw date palm sap that has been touched by bats. If you don’t have a safe way of protecting the sap from coming into contact with bats and their bodily fluids, you should avoid drinking it.
Section 3. How to Dispose of Dead Bats

It is important to avoid directly touching bats. If a professional is not available to help you get rid of a dead bat, here are some steps you can take. First, cover your mouth and nose with a mask. A mask that has a tight seal around the nose and mouth would be best. If you don’t have one, use a tightly wrapped scarf. Also, cover your eyes with glasses and your hands with heavy gloves. If you do not have heavy gloves, cover your hands with plastic bags. If you do use heavy gloves, you should still cover the gloves with plastic bags so that you can place the dead bat in the bag without ever getting any blood on your gloves. Remember, you can still be hurt by a dead bat. Bat claws are very sharp and can easily cut or scratch your skin.

To pick up the bat, put your gloved hand inside a plastic bag, then pick up the bat, and pull down the top of the bag to turn it inside out with the bat inside. Then put the bagged bat in a second bag and tie it tightly.

Once placed in a bag or container, the bat should be burned completely or buried 1 to 2 meters deep and covered by at least 60 centimeters of soil using a shovel. It is important to clean your shovel with a bleach solution when you are done.
Section 3. How to Dispose of Dead Bats

After getting rid of the dead bat, wash your hands with soap and running water. If available, use a disinfectant that can kill viruses, such as hand sanitizer gel or wipes.
Section 4. If Contact with Live Bats is Unavoidable

The best way to live safely with bats is to avoid all contact with them. However, if handling live bats is unavoidable, protect yourself from their bodily fluids (such as their saliva, blood, urine, or feces). Even if a bat does not look sick, it may still be sick.

If saliva, blood, urine, or feces enters your eyes, nose, or mouth, the area should be washed very well with running water for five minutes. If you don’t have a way to tell time, slowly count to 300 while washing. Do your best to wash your skin, in addition to any other surfaces that may have bat bodily fluids on them, with soap and water. If possible, see a doctor.
Section 4. If Contact with Live Bats is Unavoidable

First Aid if Bitten or Scratched

• If you are bitten or scratched by a bat, wash the area thoroughly with soap and running water for at least five minutes. If you don’t have a way to tell time, slowly count to 300 while washing your hands.

• If available, use a disinfectant that can kill viruses, such as hand sanitizer gel or wipes.
Section 4. If Contact with Live Bats is Unavoidable

First Aid if Bitten or Scratched (continued)

• Also, if you are bitten or scratched, go see a doctor for medical care, including a rabies vaccine.

• Even if you haven’t been bitten or scratched, if signs of sickness develop, go see a doctor and let her know that you have been exposed to a bat. Remember to describe the details of your contact with bats, so that she can make the right choices about how to heal you.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

There are many kinds of bats that live around villages or in cities. Most bats that would live inside buildings or houses are smaller, insect-eating bats. Normally, bats are harmless and will not bite or scratch people if left alone. However, on occasion, bats can be infected with viruses such as rabies, which can make them aggressive and more likely to bite or scratch, which is how the virus is spread to people.

Because some bats with disease may also act normally, direct contact with all bats and their bodily fluids should always be avoided. Avoiding contact with bats and their bodily fluids is the best way to prevent yourself from getting sick from any disease they may have.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

Removing Things that are Attractive to Bats

Bats may be attracted to uncovered sources of water and other liquids. When bats drink from these sources, they can spoil them with their saliva, urine, or feces. To prevent bats from being drawn to liquids or foods in your home, keep them securely covered.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

Preventing Bats from Entering your Home

The most effective method for preventing bats from entering a building or house is to make sure that there are no holes or extra spaces around your doors, windows, ceiling, and roof where they can enter. Tightly placed screens can be used to cover windows and doors. To close up any holes, you can use caulk, sealant, steel wool, or wet newspaper.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

Bats typically hang from the ceiling at the highest point in a room, such as the peak of a pointed ceiling or roof. Many of the bats that roost in buildings are small and dark, so they may be hard to see.

Smaller bats are able to squeeze into tiny spaces such as between boards or between thatch and wooden frames like rodents do. They often huddle together in groups. These groups can range from a few to many bats.

A sign that there may be bats in your house is the presence of feces on the floor. Bat feces appear as small, black, rice grain-sized pellets. There may also be visible streaks of urine running down the ceiling and walls. The smell from the feces and urine is another sign that there may be bats in the house.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

Removing Bats from a Building or House

If a professional is not available to help you get bats out of your home, there are a few things you can do. First, before cleaning up bat urine or feces, put on an air tight face mask so you don’t inhale any dust from the bat feces that might be harmful to you. If you cannot find a face mask, cover your face with a wet cloth or bandana. If possible, cover your hands with gloves and your eyes with glasses. Before sweeping or mopping up dust from bat feces off of the floor, wet the floor with soapy water to stop the dust from flying into the air.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

The best time to remove bats from a building is after dark, when bats have likely left to feed outside. Bats typically become active around dusk, but may leave at any time after sunset. It may be necessary to spend a night or two watching the bats’ patterns of exiting the house, as they don’t all leave the roost at the same time. It is important to avoid trapping bats inside such that they are unable to leave.

After bats have left to feed outside after dusk, if it is possible, close off all entry points into the house by placing screens tightly over windows and doors, ensuring that there are no holes in the house that would allow bats to enter. You can use caulk, sealant, steel wool, or wet newspaper to close up holes that bats could use to enter your home. Small, insect-eating bats are able to enter buildings through very small openings. Remember that if you are able to fit a small finger into an opening, insect-eating bats may be able to enter.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

Removing Bats from a Building or House

Bats have been known to live in buildings, especially when they are pregnant. In order to successfully remove all bats, if you have baby bats (pups) in your home, you should wait until they are able to fly. A baby bat can be identified by its smaller size and the way that it clings to its mother during the day.

Baby bats often remain at the home while the mother leaves to collect food. When forcefully separated from their babies, bat mothers may look for other ways to get in. Also, baby bats can starve to death when separated from their mothers.
Section 5. Managing Bats in the Home

Removing Bats from a Building or House

Next, you may consider placing a plastic sheet or tarp along the inside of your roof. This may prevent bats from easily finding a place to hang, and may also reduce your contact with bat urine and feces. All houses are different, so you may choose different ways of hanging the sheet. For example, if you have a thatched roof and air flow is an issue, you may want to hang the sheet slightly below where bats roost, and above where people live, eat, and play. For other homes, you might be able to place the tarp directly against the inside of the roof.

It will be important to continue to regularly check the ceiling and exit points, as well as check the plastic sheet for signs of bat feces, as the bats may be entering holes in the roof and flying between the ceiling and the sheet. If there are still bats, regularly clean the sheet with water and detergent while wearing a mask, gloves, and glasses. In addition, continue to close off any entry points as described earlier until the bats are completely gone.
Section 6. Managing Bats around the Outside of your Home

Bats often live and roost in trees around your home. When farm animals eat or rest under a tree with bats in it, bat urine and feces can fall onto the animals and their food. This can cause them to become sick. If you have animals, it is best to find ways to make sure that they eat and sleep under trees that do not have bats.
Section 6. Managing Bats around the Outside of your Home

Take time to explain to children why it is important not to touch, play with, or kill bats. Children should be especially discouraged from touching live or dead bats that may be found on the ground near trees where bats are roosting. Live bats found on the ground are likely sick or hurt, and can be a source of disease. If a dead bat is found on the ground, avoid directly touching it. Instead, follow the advice we talked about earlier on how to handle dead bats.
Section 6. Managing Bats around the Outside of your Home

Some bats eat fruit, such as mango or guava. Because fruit dropped by bats may have bat saliva on them, eating this fruit can make a person or animal sick. Avoiding direct contact with bats, and the food or other things they touch, is an important way to stop the movement of sickenesses from bats to people. Bats tend to prefer ripe fruit, so harvesting fruit on time could reduce the number of fruits that are bitten by bats and reduce the number of bats that feed on your tree.

Remember, to reduce the risk of getting sick, it is best to avoid eating fruit from the ground or feeding it to livestock, especially if the fruit has been partially eaten by another animal. You should never eat or drink something you think bats have touched. Do not try to save food that has been partially eaten by bats by removing the sections with obvious bite marks. The entire item may have been spoiled.
Section 6. Managing Bats around the Outside of your Home

Again, you should never drink something that bats might have touched. If you collect raw date palm sap, a simple bamboo skirt could be weaved together and placed over the areas that bats like to touch, to stop them from leaving bodily fluids in your raw sap.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

Healthy bats are important for a healthy environment, and a healthy environment keeps people, livestock, and crops healthy. Caves are important for bats and can be homes to large groups of bats.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

While bats are good for the environment, the diseases bats can carry can be dangerous to the health of humans and livestock.

Any activity that puts people or livestock into contact with bats or their feces creates the possibility for them to get sick. Whenever possible, it is important for people and livestock to avoid contact with bats or their feces.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

Protective Clothing

Take steps to avoid contact with bats and bat feces, especially if your work involves handling bat feces.

Protective clothing should be worn to keep feces out of your eyes, mouth, and nose. Wear a filtered face mask or cover your face with a wet cloth or bandana to keep out feces and dust. Wear a hat that covers your head and your shoulders. Cover your hands with gloves, your eyes with glasses, your feet with covered shoes, your arms with long sleeves, and your legs with long pants.

Protective clothing should only be worn when working near bats or their feces, and should not be brought inside your home. After each visit, immediately remove and wash the protective clothing with soap and water. Then, wash your hands and body with soap and running water.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

Collection of Bat Feces in Caves

Contact with bats and collecting fresh bat feces from caves can make people sick.

If you cannot avoid entering caves, it is important to avoid touching all bats and their babies, and to always wear protective clothing. Getting scratched from sharp edges in caves that are covered in bat feces can put you at risk of getting sick.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

Farming of Bat Feces

Collecting and sweeping bat feces under bat structures can spread dust and dry feces in the air that might be harmful to you if you breathe it in. Moving or changing the palm fronds creates a lot of dust that could harm your health and disturb the bats in the bat structures.

Again, you should wear a filtered face mask or cover your face with a wet cloth or bandana to keep out feces and dust. Wear a hat that covers your head and shoulders. Cover your hands with gloves, your eyes with glasses, your feet with covered shoes, your arms with long sleeves, and your legs with long pants. Afterwards, it is important to avoid entering your home in these clothes, and to clean them properly. Details on how to do this are on page 27.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

Livestock should be kept away from areas with bats.

Any bat feces should be handled and stored away from people, livestock, and other animals.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

If you want to smoke, eat, or drink while collecting bat feces, take breaks away from the area.

Before smoking, eating, or drinking, remove your face covering and gloves, and wash your hands thoroughly with soap and running water.
Section 7. If Contact with Bat Feces is Unavoidable

If you get cut or scratched while in the cave or while working with bat feces, it is important that you wash the wound with soap and water for five minutes. If you don’t have a way to tell time, slowly count to 300 while washing.

When you visit the doctor for the injury or other illnesses, tell them that you spend time near bats and their feces.
Section 8. Basic Ways to Protect Yourself in Caves and Other Bat Sites

Religious Sites and Cave Tourism

Bats live in caves and abandoned buildings for safety, to sleep, and to raise their babies.

People sometimes use these places for religious or traditional ceremonies, or to see the caves as tourists.

It is safest to avoid entering bat homes. Contact with live bats and their bodily fluids carries risks to your health, and disturbs the bats.
Section 8. Basic Ways to Protect Yourself in Caves and Other Bat Sites

Preparing to Enter Caves and Other Bat Sites

If avoiding a visit to a bat home is not possible, there are steps you can take to make the visit safer for you and for the bats.

Before entering, put on a filtered face mask or cover your face with a wet cloth or bandana and cover your head with a wide hat to protect yourself from bat bodily fluids. Cover your hands with gloves, your eyes with glasses, and your feet with covered shoes or with foot covers. Make sure to cover any wounds on your body.
Section 8. Basic Ways to Protect Yourself in Caves and Other Bat Sites

In Caves and Other Bat Sites

When in a cave avoid touching your eyes and your face. Take care when walking to not get cut or scratched on sharp edges.

If your visit includes eating or drinking, this should be done outside of the cave. You should remove protective clothing and wash your hands thoroughly with soap and running water before and after eating. If shoes are prohibited wash your feet and ankles with soap and water.

You should not handle, kill, or eat bats or other wildlife, including rodents, from caves.

After each visit wash the protective clothing thoroughly with soap and running water. If you get hurt during the visit, or get sick within two weeks after your visit, tell a doctor that you may have come into contact with bats and their bodily fluids.
Section 8. Basic Ways to Protect Yourself in Caves and Other Bat Sites

Bats are essential to keep our environment healthy, and a healthy environment is important in keeping people healthy too!

When we choose safer ways to live alongside bats, everybody benefits.
Thank you for joining me today for this discussion on ways to live safely with bats.

Today we learned:
* That bats are an essential part of our ecosystem
* Basic ways to live safely with bats
* How to dispose of dead bats
* What to do if contact with live bats is unavoidable
* How to manage bats in the home
* Ways to manage bats around the outside of your home
* What to do if contact with bat feces is unavoidable
* Basic ways to protect yourself in caves and other bat sites

The End

Do you have any questions you would like to discuss?